We propose a framework of distributed concurrent linear logic programming, which can elegantly capture the essential features of distributed computation: locationdependence/independence of names and movement of computation. We rst dene the syntax and semantics of a modal linear logic that is suitable for expressing distributed computation, and then show that there is a close relationship between formulas of a fragment of the modal linear logic and distributed processes.
Introduction

Motivation
With the recent growing interests in programming languages for describing distributed mobile applications [6, 7, 10] , much eort has been devoted to development of foundational calculi for those programming languages. In developing foundational calculi, Abadi and Gordon [1, 2] discussed security issues; Amadio and Prasad [3] , Riely and Hennessy [23] , and Fournet et al. [9] discussed distributed computation in the presence of location failures; Cardelli and Gordon [8] , Fournet et al. [9] , and Sekiguchi and Yonezawa [25] introduced the notion of agents (as units of migration); and Sekiguchi and Yonezawa [25] formally expressed protocols of low-level data movement.
In spite of the many pieces of research mentioned above, to our best knowledge, there have been few formal calculi that can give a clear account of location dependence of names, which we believe is one of the most fundamental issues of distributed/mobile computation. The distinction between location-independent names and location-dependent names seems essential in real world applications: in the computer network, an IP address refers to the same machine at any location, while the name`PRINTER' or`DISPLAY' refers to dierent printers or displays depending on where the names are looked up. Or, imagine a mobile phone: its server dynamically changes as it moves. It is, therefore, our principal aim in this article to develop a computation model that can clearly express location-dependence/independence of names.
Once location-dependence of names is expressed, we can also naturally deal with another fundamental issue | where computation happens or what (code, data, or computation) moves across network: if a code looks up locationdependent names, it should be executed at the location where they should be looked up. For example, if x and y are location-dependent names that should be looked up at a location l, an expression x + y should be executed at l. By taking this view, we can treat the issues of the location of computation and the location dependence/independence of names uniformly.
Of course, the above view of the location of computation does not determine where a location-independent part of computation happens. For example, suppose that x is a location-dependent name and that we want to evaluate x + 1: since the part \+1" does not contain any location-dependent names, we can either move the entire computation to the location l of x, or just look up x at l and perform the rest of computation at the current location. Since such choice does not aect the result (unless we are concerned with network failures or the cost of communication), we consider it a design issue of a particular programming language; we are here interested in a computation model that can be used for specifying what computation should be done, rather than a model for specifying precisely how it should be done.
Our approach
With the above aim, we use the idea of concurrent linear logic programming paradigm (in other words, proof-search-as-computation paradigm in linear logic) [4, 5, 12, 15, 22, 24] and develop a framework of distributed concurrent linear logic programming. The main advantage of this approach over the recent, operational approach [1, 3, 9, 23] of extending the -calculus [18] or other similar process calculi seems to be that our logical approach can give a more abstract specication of distributed processes than the operational approach: we can focus on what should be done and leave choice of a specic operational semantics to designers of particular programming languages. This will make it easy to compare behavior of programs written in dierent distributed programming languages. We will discuss this issue later in Section 2 in more detail.
In the following paragraphs, we rst review the idea of concurrent linear logic programming briey, and then explain ideas of distributed concurrent linear logic programming.
Concurrent linear logic programming Let us review the correspondence between (message passing-based) concurrent computation and proof search in linear logic. In the viewpoint of the proof-search-as-computation, every entity involved in concurrent computation is regarded as a formula of linear logic, and computation is regarded as deduction in linear logic.
Suppose that formulas P and Q are considered processes. Then, P Q means that we have P and Q simultaneously, thus it represents parallel composition of the processes P and Q. Since a message is a resource to be consumed by a process, it can be represented by an atomic formula m(v) of linear logic. From a computational point of view, the predicate m may be considered a link or channel for communication and v a value transmitted along m. On the other hand, a receiver of the message m(v) is considered to be a consumer of the resource m(v); therefore, it can be represented by a formula of the form m(v) 0 P where the formula P represents a process to be executed after the message is received. Communication is expressed by the following deduction in linear logic:
(m(v) (m(v) 0 P )) 0 P which is read as, from a computational point of view, \if there is a message m(v) and a process m(v) 0 P , the process receives the message and then behaves like P ." Furthermore, we can express by the formula 8x:(m(x) 0 P ) a process that can receive any value of the form m(v):
(m(v) 8x:(m(x) 0 P )) 0 P [v=x]:
The formula !P represents an innite number of copies of the resource P ; hence from a computational point of view, it is an innite number of copies of the process P (! is, therefore, the same as ! in the -calculus). The most useful form would be !8x:(f(x) 0 P ), which means that whenever a resource of the form f(v) is available, we can obtain P [v=x] ; it can therefore be regarded as a process denition f(x) = P .
We can express more useful processes if we use a higher-order linear logic: by a higher-order logic, we mean a logic in which variables can range over predicates and in which predicates on a predicate or proposition are allowed (as in the logic used in Prolog [19] ). For example, q = p:(p(1) p(0)) represents a predicate that takes a predicate p on integers as an argument and judges whether p(1) and p(0) hold at the same time; so, for instance, a formula q(n:(n 1)) is valid. Then, communication channels can be treated as rst-class data. For example, the formula 8x:(m(x) 0 x(1)) represents a process that receives a channel along the channel m, and sends 1 to the received channel. It is expressed by the following deduction:
(m(n) 8x:(m(x) 0 x(1))) 0 n(1):
On the other hand, 9x:P hides x from the outside; therefore, if x ranges over predicates, 9x:P can be interpreted as a process that creates a fresh channel x and then executes P .
Distributed concurrent linear logic programming The main idea of distributed concurrent linear logic programming is to introduce modal operators into the underlying linear logic in order to express location-dependent computation.
Let us consider a modal linear logic for reasoning about resources that are distributed among multiple locations. Since dierent formulas should be valid at dierent locations, we introduce a new formula [l]A to mean \A holds at the location l," where l ranges over a countable set of labels to represent locations. hold. Here we regard a label l as an absolute address, that is, the label l refers to the same location anywhere; so [l 1 ][l 2 ]P is dened to be logically equivalent to [l 2 ]P . (Alternatively, we could consider hierarchical location names as in the distributed join-calculus [9] , by introducing dierent axioms of logical equivalence.)
From a computational point of view, the formula [l]P means \execute the process P at the location l." With the modal operators, the following essential features of distributed computation can be elegantly expressed:
Location-dependence/independence of names. As explained above, we can consider that the formula !8x:(f(x) 0 P ) binds the name f to the process abstraction x:P . By using modal operators, we can bind the same name f to dierent process abstractions. Consider the following formula:
It can be interpreted as binding f to x:P 1 at location l 1 and to x:P 2 at location l 2 . In fact, we obtain P 1 [1=x] if we have f(1) at l 1 , while we obtain P 2 [1=x] if we have f(1) at l 2 , as shown by the following deductions:
In this manner, we can naturally express location-dependent names. It is also easy to express location-independent names. In the above example, the name f can be seen as a relative address and what it actually refers to is determined only when the location is given. So, by combining a particular location with a relative address together, we can represent an absolute address that refers to the same entity at any location. For example, consider a predicate p = x:[l]m(x). [l 1 ]p(v) means that \m(v) is valid at location l" is valid at location l 1 , i.e., m(v) is valid at location l. So, the meaning of the predicate p is independent of location. Going back to an operational interpretation, we can see, by the following deduction, that if there is a process denition !8(p(x) 0 P ), p(1) invokes the process P [1=x]
at any location ( expresses logical equivalence):
Thus, the predicate p can be considered a location-independent name. Movement of computation. By using modal operators, we can also naturally specify where computation happens and what should be moved across network. Suppose we want to express transmission of a closure along a channel p from location l 1 (p is a location-independent name). We can think of two ways for expressing it: one way is to write p(x:P ), and the other is to write p(q)!8x:(q(x)0P ), which is considered a process that binds another location-independent name q to x:P and sends q along p. Suppose there is a receiver process 8f:(p(f) 0 f(1)) at location l 2 . In order to see where P will be executed in each case, consider the following deductions:
In the former case, P is executed at the receiver site (location l 2 ), while in the latter case, it is executed at the sender site (location l 1 ). It also suggests a natural interpretation of what moves across network: in the former case, the entire closure x:P is sent, and in the latter case, just the reference to the closure is sent.
Locations as rst-class data. By using higher-order terms, locations can also be passed between processes. Let p be a location-independent name and P be a formula that represents a process. Then, the formula 8x:(p(x)0x(P)) can be considered a process that receives a location x and executes P at x, and the formula p(x:([l]x)) can be considered a message carrying a location. In fact, we can obtain [l]P from them by the following deduction:
As illustrated above, by viewing a formula of modal linear logic as a distributed process, we can express essential features of distributed computation such as location-dependent/independent names and movement of computation with only a single new additional construct: a modal operator. In addition to the suggestion of this new insight into formalization of distributed computation, our technical contributions in this article are (1) studies of a modal linear logic that is suitable for expressing distributed computation, and (2) formal justication of the above claim that distributed processes can be viewed as formulas of a fragment of the modal linear logic.
Structure of the article
We rst discuss related work in Section 2. We then present the syntax and semantics of the (multi-)modal linear logic used in this article (Section 3). Section 4 focuses on a fragment of the modal linear logic and shows that each formula of the fragment corresponds to a distributed process by proving that there is a normal proof of which each inference step exactly corresponds to a step of distributed computation. Section 4 also shows programming examples that use the above-mentioned features. Section 5 concludes this article.
Related work
As mentioned in Section 1, many foundational calculi for distributed computation have recently been proposed [3, 8, 9, 23, 25, 26] . Unlike our framework, most of them [3, 9, 23] treat only location-independent names and regard only failures as location dependent features of distributed computation. It would of course be possible to realize a name server on top of any process calculi, but it seems to complicate reasoning about the behavior of a distributed process. Besides our framework, Sewell et al. [26] recently formalized a location dependent calculus, and Cardelli and Gordon's mobile ambients [8] can also express location-dependence of names, although their mechanisms are rather dierent from ours.
In addition to the convenience in reasoning about location-dependent program behavior, our framework has another advantage that the direct treatment of location-dependent names leads to a natural interpretation of where computation happens.
On the other hand, there are features that are not (at least currently) expressed directly in our framework: the notion of agents [8, 9, 25, 26] , location failures [3, 9, 23] , etc. An agent has been introduced in various process calculi as a unit of migration: in general, an agent may consist of multiple threads, and if one of the threads decides to move to another location, the whole agent moves together. This kind of mechanism cannot be directly treated in our present framework; because of the preemptive nature of such migration mechanism, we would probably need to extend the linear logic with some temporal operators [11] in order to express it. It may be possible to express location failure (i.e., failure of a location which forces all processes in the location to become inactive), by extending our modal linear logic with a logical constant 0 that represents a contradiction: the formula [l]0 may be interpreted as a failure of location l. However, because the sequent calculus and semantics of the logic need to be accordingly modied, it is outside the scope of this article and left for future work.
In addition to the above dierence in the treated features of distributed computation, there seems to be a methodological dierence between our work and other work: Basically, most of the previous work introduces new constructs for distributed computation, then gives their precise operational semantics, and discusses observational equivalence of distributed processes. This kind of operational approach sometimes results in over-specication of intended computation. Suppose we want to express computation that extracts a value stored in a remote local channel m and sends it to a global channel p: from an operational viewpoint, we can specify such computation either as a process that moves to the location l of m, extracts the value, and sends it to p, or as a process that stays at current location, extracts the value of m by remote communication and sends it to p. However, if we are only interested in the result of computation, both processes represent the same computation. One can of course prove both processes to be operationally equivalent, but it is often hard to actually prove it. On the other hand, our approach of viewing formulas as processes gives a more abstract specication of computation. In the above example, the two processes would be expressed by formulas (assuming p is a location-independent name) and are not distinguished. Of course, if we are interested in the precise behavior of distributed processes, we must choose some particular operational semantics and use process equivalence theory; therefore, our approach and the operational approach should be considered complementary.
The general idea used in our distributed concurrent linear logic programming | proof search in linear logic as computation | is not new at all; there have been many pieces of work [4, 5, 12, 15, 22, 24] . The present work for the rst time applied the idea to formalization of distributed concurrent computation (by introducing a multi-modal linear logic) and proved theorems that establish the desired correspondence. Kanovich and Ito [11] recently introduced temporal operators into linear logic and showed that they are useful for giving a better specication of concurrent processes. They extended linear logic with formulas A and 2A, which mean \A holds next time" and \A holds at any one instance of time in the future" respectively. By using them, we can express a process that receives a message m and then receives n by 2(m 0 2(n 0 P)) and a process that receives m and n in the reverse order by 2(n02(m0P)); these processes could not be distinguished in the ordinary concurrent linear logic programming. It would be possible to extend our distributed concurrent linear logic programming framework with such temporal operators and obtain a ner specication of distributed concurrent processes.
Modal linear logic
This section introduces a multi-modal, higher-order, intutionistic linear logic MLL. MLL is sensitive not only to the quantity of resources (i.e., how often each resource can be used, as in the ordinary linear logic) but also to the lo-cation of resources (i.e., where each resource is available). In order to express the location of a resource, we introduce a formula of the form [l]A, which is intended to mean: \the resource A is available (and must be used) at the location l." After introducing the syntax of formulas (in Section 3.1), we present the sequent calculus (in Section 3.2) and show its cut elimination property (in Section 3.3). The sequent calculus is presented in a slightly unusual way; however, it is justied by the model theoretic semantics given in Section 3.4.
Terms
Following other higher-order logics [20, 24] , we use Church's simple theory of types to dene the syntax of higher-order formulas.
Denition 1 The set of types is given by the grammar:
where represents a base type, and o the type of propositions.
As usual, we assume ! is right associative, so that 1 ! 2 ! 3 means 1 ! ( 2 ! 3 ).
Denition 2 (Terms) For each type , the set T of terms of type is given by the following syntax: t 2 T ::= x j c j (x 1 :t 2 ) 1 ! 2 j (t 0 ! t 0) where 1 ! 2 = . x represents a variable of type and c a constant of type .
We assume that we have a denumerably innite, disjoint set of variables for each type. It is also assumed that there are at least the following constants:
l ranges over a denumerably innite set Loc of labels. We shall call a term of type o a formula, and use meta-variables A; B; C; : : : for them. We shall follow the usual syntactic convention of writing ; & , and 0 inx. We often write 9x :t for 6 x :t and 8x :t for 5 x :t. We give [l] a higher precedence than ; & , and 0, so that
. We also give a higher precedence to than to 0. As usual, we assume that x 1 is bound by (x 1 :t 2 ) 1 ! 2 , and perform silent -conversions as necessary to ensure that the name of a bound variable is always dierent from the names of free variables and other bound variables. We write t [t 0 0=x 0] for the term obtained from t by substituting t 0 0 for all the free occurrences of x 0. We also write = for the -congruence relation. In the rest of this article, type annotations are dropped from terms, but it is always assumed that every term is well annotated.
Sequent calculus
We give a sequent calculus of MLL. Unlike the sequent calculus of the usual modal logic, there is no rule (but an axiom) that introduces the modal operator [l] . Instead, we introduce the following structural rules that equate, for
: it should be fairly clear from the intuition that \both A and B are available at the location l" is equivalent to \A is available at the location l and B is also available at l." It will be justied by the model theoretic semantics given in Section 3.4.
Denition 3 (Structural congruence) The relation = over terms is the least congruence relation closed under the -congruence and the following rules: 
Cut elimination
As in [12, 15, 24] , the cut elimination is among the most crucial properties in establishing the correspondence between proof search in the modal linear logic and distributed computation. Because we have no rule that introduces modal operators, the cut elimination of MLL is proved in almost [17] . We believe that the model can be naturally extended to the higher-order case although it is not given here. We rst give our resource-based model (Section 3.4.1), and then prove that the sequent calculus of MLL is sound and complete with respect to the model (Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3). Since the model theoretic semantics is not used in the later sections, readers who are interested in more computational aspects can safely skip the rest of this section.
Resource-based model and validity
We introduce a resource algebra as an abstract model of resources and interpret formulas of MLL in terms of it. Let us denote by R the set of resources. Intuitively, an element r of R represents information about which resource is available (or must be used) at which location. R is assumed to contain the empty resource 1. We consider three operations on resources: 3; t, and !. r 1 3r 2 is the combination of two resources r 1 and r 2 : with r 1 3 r 2 , we can (and must) use both r 1 and r 2 at the same time. r 1 t r 2 is a resource from which we can choose either r 1 or r 2 . !r represents an unbounded number of copies of r: with !r, we can use r an arbitrary number of times and are even allowed not to use it at all. Some resource may be used as another resource; for example, whenever a resource r 1 is required, r 1 t r 2 can be used instead. We write r 1 r 2 when a resource r 1 can be used instead of a resource r 2 . hR; Bool; 3; t; !; 1; i forms the following 2-sorted algebra (we omit Bool below). Denition 7 (Resource algebra) A structure R = hR; 3; t; !; 1; i is a resource algebra if the operations 3; t(2 R2R ! R); !(2 R ! R); (2 R2R ! Bool) and the constant 1(2 R) satises the following properties:
(1) hR; 3; 1i is a commutative monoid; (2) t is commutative and associative; (3) is a preorder; (4) 3; t, and ! are monotonic with respect to ; (5) 8r;r 0 2 R:(r t r 0 r); (6) 8r 2 R:((!r 1)^(!r r3!r)); (7) 8r 2 R:(!r !!r); (8) 8r 1 ; r 2 2 R:(!r 1 3!r 2 !(r 1 3 r 2 )). The condition 8r 2 R:(!r !!r) ensures that !r only contains copies of r, so that !!r is equivalent to !r (with respect to ). Note that r 1 3 r 2 r 1 does not hold in general since r 1 3 r 2 indicates that both r 1 and r 2 must be used. Now, we interpret a formula in terms of the resource algebra. We consider the following propositional fragment of MLL. In the rest of this section, we just write MLL to refer to it. Denition 8 The set F of propositional MLL formulas is given by:
where a ranges over the set of propositional constants Prop.
We use an interpretation I, which associates a resource to each propositional constant. We always consider the meaning of a formula relative to a particular location; hence I maps each pair consisting of a propositional constant and a location to a resource. We sometimes write R; I; r; l j = A for I; r; l j = A when we want to make the underlying resource algebra explicit. We are now ready to dene the validity and tautology. 
Soundness
We show that the inference rules of MLL are sound with respect to the model theoretic semantics, i.e., any formula provable in MLL is an MLL-tautology. In order to prove the theorem, it is sucient to show that each inference rule is sound with respect to any resource structure. We begin by introducing a few technical lemmas to help structure the argument. The rst lemma means that the structural congruence = preserves the validity. (1) and (4), we obtain I; r 1 ; l j = B. By using (2), (5) and (6), we further obtain I; r; l j = D. Case (MLL-:R): Suppose (1)I; 1; l j = (0 1 ) 0A, (2)I; 1; l j = (0 2 ) 0B, and (3)I; r; l j = (0 1 ; 0 2 ). It is sucient to show I; r; l j = A B. By (3) and Lemma 14, there must be r 1 and r 2 such that (4)I; r 1 ; l j = 0 1 , (5)I; r 2 ; l j = 0 2 , and (6)r r 1 3 r 2 . From (1), (2), (4), and (5), we obtain I; r 1 ; l j = A and I; r 2 ; l j = B. By using (6), we further obtain I; r; l j = A B. (3) and Lemma 14, there must be r 1 ; r 2 , and r 3 such that (4)I; r 1 ; l j = A0B, (5)I; r 2 ; l j = 0 1 , (6)I; r 3 ; l j = 0 2 , and (7)r r 1 3r 2 3r 3 . By (2) and (6), we have I; 1 3 r 3 ; l j = A. From this and (4), we obtain I; r 1 313r 3 j = B. By using (5) and (7), we further obtain I; r; l j = B (0 1 ); therefore, we obtain I; r; l j = D from ( We rst dene the set of processes as a subset of the MLL formulas (in Section 4.1). Then a process conguration is introduced as a mapping from locations to multisets of processes and a reduction relation over process congurations is dened (in Section 4.2). After that, we show the concrete correspondence between MLL and distributed computation sketched above, by showing (1) the reduction rules for process congurations can be viewed as sound inference rules of MLL (Section 4.3.1), and (2) the reduction rules for process congurations are (essentially) complete rules for a fragment of MLL (in Section 4.3.2). As in the ordinary concurrent linear logic programming [12] , this correspondence implies that logically equivalent formulas are also equivalent as processes in a weak sense: it is briey discussed in Section 4.3.3. Section 4.4 shows programming examples.
Processes
Before dening the set of processes, we need to rene types. Recall that a predicate was viewed as a communication channel in Section 1; however, not all predicates can be viewed as channels. For example, the formula 5y:(x(y) 0 P ) can be regarded as a process that receives a value of y along the communication channel x. But if we substitute a predicate z:Q for x, then we obtain 5y:(Q[y=z] 0 P ), which can no longer be regarded as a receiver process. Our solution is to annotate the type of a predicate with additional information [12] so that we can restrict predicates that can appear in a negative position (i.e., the left-hand side of 0). For simplicity, we require that the right-hand side of an arrow type be always o, so that each term can be regarded as representing either a basic value (such as an integer), a proposition, or a predicate. As in Section 3, we assume that there is a denumerably innite set of variables for each type and that the sets of variables are disjoint from each other.
(Without such assumptions, we should have used typing rules to dene the syntax.) Although we do not formally present it here, it should be clear that there is a trivial embedding (which ignores signs) of process formulas into MLL formulas; the set of process formulas is therefore considered a subset of the set of MLL formulas. For readability, we often omit type annotations below but we always assume that all the processes, values, and channels are well typed.
More explanation would be necessary for channels, receiver processes, and channel creation. Both x represents a process that receives a value from a channel whose relative address to l n is m. So a message received by the former process depends on the current location while a message received by the latter process does not. 6(x:P ) creates a new local (location-dependent) channel at every location, binds its local address to x, and executes P . We need to write 6(x 0 :((x:P )(y:[l]x 0 y))) in order to make a global (location-independent) channel that can be referred to by x at any location.
Note that, with the above denition, it is invalid to substitute z:Q for x in 5y:(x(y)0P ), since z:Q has a type 
Operational semantics
In this subsection, we rst introduce a process conguration to express a global snapshot of distributed computation. Then we introduce a binary relation over process congurations, called a reduction relation, in order to express each step of distributed computation.
Process conguration
Denition 24 (Process conguration) A process conguration is a mapping from a nite set of locations to the set of multisets of processes.
We write Cong for the set of process congurations and use the metavariable 4 for a process conguration. We write fl 1 7 ! fP 11 ; : : : ; P 1k 1 g; : : : ; l n 7 ! fP n1 ; : : : ; P kn gg for the process conguration 4 such that dom(4) = fl 1 ; : : : ; l n g and 4(l i ) = fP i1 ; : : : ; P k i g for each i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Intuitively, a process conguration fl 1 7 ! fP 11 ; : : : ; P 1k 1 g; : : : ; l n 7 ! fP n1 ; : : : ; P k n gg expresses that processes (or messages) P i1 ; : : : ; P ik i are running at the location l i . 
Reduction rules
The reduction relation ; ( Cong 2 Cong) over process congurations is the least relation closed under the nine rules given below. The following rule is the same as (DCLL-LMsg) except that the receiver is replicated. !5y:(xy 0 P ) can be considered a local process denition since P [s=y] is invoked only when x(s) is executed at the same location. 
Connection between MLL and DCLL
In Section 1, we claimed that the reduction of a process P to Q corresponds to the entailment relation P 0Q. If that claim is correct, the following inference should be sound due to the cut rule (MLL-Cut):
0; Q ! A P is reduced to Q 0; P ! A As shown in Section 4.3.1, such inference is sound (on a certain minor condition) in fact. Moreover, for a certain fragment of MLL, such inference is shown to be complete with respect to the left-rules of MLL (in Section 4.3.2), i.e., the left-rules of MLL can be replaced by a single rule for such inference. Furthermore, we show a normal derivation theorem (Theorem 32), which means intuitively that only the new rule is required in the core part of bottom-up proof construction. By using these properties, we briey discuss relationship between logical equivalence of formulas and behavioral equivalence of processes in Section 4.3.3.
Soundness
A process conguration is naturally embedded into a sequence of formulas as follows.
Denition 27 (Encoding) The encoding E of a process conguration into a sequence of formulas is dened by: 1 E(;) = 1 E(fl 1 7 ! fP 11 ; : : : ; P 1k 1 g; : : : ; l n 7 ! fP n1 ; : : : ; P 1k n gg) We denote by Fv(4) the set of variables that appear free in the codomain of 4.
The following lemma, proved by straightforward induction on the derivation of 4 ; 4 0 , implies that the reduction relation ; over process congurations corresponds to the entailment relation 0. 1 Because fP i1 ; : : : ; P ik i g is a multiset, E(4) is not completely well dened: it only determines a sequence of formulas up to permutation of the formulas. We assume that one of the sequences is chosen as E(4); note that provability is not aected by such choice because of the presence of the rule (MLL-Exch). we obtain E(4)`M LL A. 2
Completeness
In this section, we rst show that the left-rules of MLL can be replaced by the rule (MLL-DCLL) for a fragment of MLL. After that, we show that every derivation in a fragment of MLL can be normalized so that (MLL-DCLL) is applied consecutively without interleaving of applications of other rules.
We use the following rules below instead of the rules (MLL-Id) and (MLL-:R). The above theorem can be proved in the same manner as the corresponding theorem for the ordinary concurrent linear logic programming [12, 16] . Since it is fairly long and boring, we refer the reader to Appendix A for the full proof:
the proof starts with the fact that E(4) ! A is derivable by using the rules of MLL, (MLL-DCLL), (MLL-Id"), and (MLL-':R), and it shows that each rule can be eliminated step by step by using properties on the permutability of inference.
Next we show that every derivation in a fragment of MLL can be transformed into a normal derivation in which only the rule (MLL-DCLL) is applied below (MLL-DCLL). Because the right-rules are only used for matching between the left-hand side and the right-hand side of a sequent, the normal derivation theorem (Theorem 32) given below intuitively means that the essential part of bottom-up proof construction only consists of applications of the rule (MLL-DCLL). By using the above theorems, we can show that logical equivalence implies may equivalence [21] of processes. We discuss it only briey below: the details are the same as in the case for ordinary concurrent linear logic programming [12] .
We introduce a special logical constant > and the following inference rule:
The above rule does not aect the validity of Theorems 29, 30, and 32. Let us also introduce a special location g and a propositional constant success and regard [g]success as representing the success of a test. We say P and Q are may-equivalent and write P = may Q if, for any context C [1] (a conguration with a hole which a process formula should be put into), 94: ( 
Programming examples
This section shows programming examples in our framework of distributed concurrent linear logic programming.
For readability, we use tuples and lists as primitives: \nil" denotes an empty list and \::" is the constructor of a cons cell. As in Prolog, we omit universal quantiers and assume that a variable beginning with an uppercase letter is implicitly quantied by them. \newG" creates a fresh location-independent name and \newL" creates a fresh location-dependent name. We write \||" for Here, distributed_query, ask, and collect are assumed to be locationindependent names. The process distributed_query is parameterized by a triple consisting of a list Locs of locations, a query Query, and a global channel Reply to return the result. It creates a new channel answer for collecting the result from each location, spawns a process ask(Locs, Query, answer), which puts the query at each location in the list, and a process collect(Locs, answer, Reply, nil), which moves to each location of the list and collects answers. The process mkServer is parameterized by a triple consisting of a list Locs of locations, a request handler Handler, and a channel Reply. It creates a fresh name server of the distributed server, spawns a server process waiting for a request at each location in the list, and returns the name. Since server is a location-dependent name, a client process can invoke dierent servers depending on its current location.
Conclusion
We have proposed a framework of distributed concurrent linear logic programming based on a variant of modal linear logic. The use of modal linear logic enabled the elegant treatment of location-dependent names and a more abstract specication of distributed computation than other operational approaches.
We plan to design and implement a distributed programming language based on the proposed framework and recent advanced type systems [13, 14] . Future work also includes extensions of the framework to give a ner specication of distributed concurrent processes [11] , and to deal with other important issues of distributed computation such as security and location failures. Thus we have shown that we can eliminate (MLL-5:L). Furthermore, because (MLL-5:L) was the only rule that can eliminate a formula of the form A0B, (MLL-0':L) is no longer applied. We have thus proved the lemma. 2
Lemma 37 Suppose E(4)`M LL 2 A and let P be a derivation of the sequent. Then for any formula B in the antecedent of a sequent in P there exists a process formula P (2 Proc) such that B = [l]P .
PROOF. Straightforward induction on the derivation of P. 
